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We propose driven dissipative Majorana platforms for the stabilization and manipulation of robust
quantum states. For Majorana box setups, in the presence of environmental electromagnetic noise
and with tunnel couplings to quantum dots, we show that the time evolution of the Majorana sector
is governed by a Lindblad master equation over a wide parameter regime. For the single-box case,
arbitrary pure states (‘dark states’) can be stabilized by adjusting suitable gate voltages. For devices
with two tunnel-coupled boxes, we outline how to engineer dark spaces, i.e., manifolds of degenerate
dark states, and how to stabilize fault-tolerant Bell states. The proposed Majorana-based dark
space platforms rely on the constructive interplay of topological protection mechanisms and the
autonomous quantum error correction capabilities of engineered driven dissipative systems. Once a
working Majorana platform becomes available, only standard hardware requirements are needed to
implement our ideas.

I.

INTRODUCTION

It has been known for a long time that the dynamics of
open quantum systems subject to external driving forces
and coupled to environmental modes (‘heat bath’) can
be described by master equations [1–3]. For a Markovian bath, the memory time of the bath represents the
shortest time scale of the problem. The master equation
is then of Lindblad type [4, 5], where a Hamiltonian describes the coherent time evolution of the system’s density matrix and a Lindbladian captures the dissipative
dynamics. (We here use ‘Lindbladian’ for the dissipator terms in the master equations below.) The Lindblad
equation is the most general Markovian master equation
which preserves the trace and positive semi-definiteness
of the density matrix.
A major development over the past two decades has
come from the realization that driven dissipative (DD)
quantum systems can be stabilized in a pure quantum
state by appropriate engineering of the driving fields and
of the coupling to the dissipative environment [6–19].
Such states are eigenstates of the corresponding Lindbladian with zero eigenvalue, i.e., the operation of the
Lindbladian leaves them inert. We therefore will refer
to these DD stabilized states as dark states in what follows. Rather than viewing the coupling to a dissipative environment as foe (e.g., leading to decoherence of
quantum states and undermining the utilization of similar platforms for quantum information processing), the
combined effect of drive and dissipation can thus be harnessed to engineer quantum-coherent pure states. Going
beyond dark states, the stabilization of a dark space [20–
22] — a manifold spanned by multiple degenerate dark
states — raises the prospects of employing such systems
as viable platform for quantum information processing.
Reference [23] reports on recent experimental results in
this direction.
Using trapped ions or superconducting qubits, the
above ideas have already allowed for first qubit stabi-

lization experiments [23–25], for the implementation of
quantum simulators [26, 27], and for the generation of selected highly entangled multi-particle states [28–31]. Systems composed of many coupled qubits stabilized by DD
mechanisms could eventually result in universal quantum
computation platforms [32, 33], where fault tolerance is
the consequence of autonomous error correction [34] due
to the engineered dissipative environment, without the
need for active feedback [19, 35–38]. Recent experimental progress on autonomous error correction in DD qubit
systems has been described in Refs. [29, 31, 39, 40]. At
present, reported fidelities in DD qubit setups (which by
construction are stable in time) are typically below 90%
for state stabilization, with significantly lower fidelities
for single- or two-qubit gate operations.
Another important and at first glance unrelated development towards the (so far elusive) goal of fault-tolerant
universal quantum computation comes from the field of
topological quantum computation [41]. By using topological quasiparticles [42] for encoding and processing quantum information, the latter is nonlocally distributed in
space and thereby protected against local environmental fluctuations. In general terms, for practically useful
and scalable DD systems with multiple degenerate dark
states, the coupling to the environment has to be carefully engineered such that it is blind to all system operators acting within the targeted dark space manifold
[43]. It will thus be imperative to avoid residual (uncontrolled and unwanted) noise sources. In that regard,
platforms harboring topological quasiparticles may offer
a key advantage since they should come with a strongly
reduced intrinsic sensitivity to residual environmental
fluctuations as compared to conventional systems. The
simplest candidate for topological quasiparticles is given
by Majorana bound states (MBSs), which are localized
zero-energy states in topological superconductors. For
Majorana reviews, see Refs. [44–50]. Topological codes
relying on MBSs have so far been discussed in the context of active error correction [51–61], where periodically
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repeated stabilizer measurements are needed for fault tolerance. It remains an important challenge to devise feasible and scalable Majorana platforms exploiting passive
error correction strategies, where DD mechanisms serve
to continuously measure the system in a way that the
desired highly entangled many-body quantum state becomes stabilized automatically, see, e.g., Ref. [62]. While
this ambitious goal is beyond the scope of our work, we
here analyze related questions for DD systems with up
to eight MBSs.
For a mesoscopic floating (not grounded) topological
superconductor harboring four MBSs, strong charging effects [63] imply that the ground state is doubly degenerate under Coulomb valley conditions (see Sec. II A for
details). Such a superconducting island is therefore a
good candidate for a topologically protected Majorana
qubit, named Majorana box qubit [58] or tetron [59].
Thanks to the nonlocal Majorana encoding of quantum
information, such a qubit allows for unique addressability options via electron cotunneling when quantum dots
(QDs) or normal leads are attached to the island by tunneling contacts, see also Refs. [64, 65]. Majorana qubits
have not yet been experimentally realized. However, the
recent emergence of new Majorana platforms (see, e.g.,
Refs. [66–71]) in addition to the semiconductor nanowire
platform mainly explored so far [49, 50] indicates that
they may be available in the foreseeable future. We note
that alternative Majorana qubit designs have been put
forward, e.g., in Refs. [52, 53, 55]. Many of the ideas
discussed below can be adapted to those setups as well.
A.

Motivation and goals of this work

We here show that once available, Majorana box devices yield highly attractive platforms for implementing
DD protocols aimed at the realization of dark states
and/or dark spaces. The driving field is applied to the
tunnel link connecting a pair of QDs, and dissipation
is due to environmental electromagnetic noise. To the
best of our knowledge, apart from a distantly related proposal for the DD stabilization of Majorana-based quantum memories [72], no studies of DD Majorana systems
have appeared in the literature so far. We note that
the DD engineering of MBSs in cold-atom based Kitaev
chains [12, 13, 18] differs from our ideas: We consider
topological superconductors harboring native MBSs, and
then subject the resulting Majorana systems to DD stabilization and manipulation protocols targeting dark states
and/or dark spaces. Our unique platform enables us to
employ QDs as external knobs to be used not only for
state engineering but also for state manipulation.
Our motivation for designing and studying novel DD
stabilization and manipulation schemes using Majorana
platforms rests on several arguments and expectations:
1. Since uncontrolled environmental effects are largely
suppressed by topological protection mechanisms,
one may reach higher fidelities than those reported

so far for DD dark state or dark space implementions using conventional (topologically trivial) platforms. This point should be especially important
for high-dimensional dark spaces, where residual
noise effects could break the degeneracy of the dark
states spanning the dark space manifold [43]. Such
spaces are highly attractive candidates for implementing fault-tolerant quantum computing platforms. These topological protection elements are
especially important for platforms where the Lindblad spectrum is not gapped.
2. It is known that for large-scale Majorana surface
codes, where active feedback is needed for code
stabilization, the fault-tolerance error threshold is
much more benign than for conventional bosonic
surface codes, see Refs. [54, 57, 73] and references
therein. In particular, in Majorana surface codes
no ancilla qubits are needed for stabilizer readout
at all. We expect that our dark space constructions
using MBS systems can allow for similar fault tolerance advantages over conventional dark space realizations. However, more work is needed to reach
a quantitative conclusion on this point.
3. The DD stabilization and manipulation of
Majorana-based dark states or dark spaces offers
several practical advantages. In particular, the
robustness of such states as quantified by the
dissipative gap is expected to be superior to
quantum states that are encoded without DD
mechanisms in native Majorana devices, see
Sec. III. Moreover, a small overlap between MBSs
is often tolerable, without causing dephasing of
dark states, cf. Sec. III E.
4. When steering a state into the dark space or manipulating a state within the dark space, one may
need to maximize its purity, having in mind quantum information manipulation protocols. For this
purpose, we may adiabatically switch on a suitable
perturbation either to the Lindbladian dissipator or
to the accompanying Hamiltonian, thereby breaking the degeneracy of the dark space. In this manner, one can revert to a specific pure dark state, manipulate this state, and subsequently adiabatically
switch off this perturbation again. The DD Majorana platforms discussed below offer convenient
tools to switch on and off such degeneracy-breaking
perturbations.
The dynamics of the Majorana degrees of freedom in
a device such as the one depicted in Fig. 1 will here be
discussed on several conceptual levels. We show that
our DD protocols indeed give rise to master equations of
Lindblad type. These equations contain both a Hamiltonian (governing the unitary part of the time evolution) and a Lindbladian (causing dissipative dynamics).
By choosing suitable parameter values as discussed in
Sec. III, we demonstrate that an arbitrary dark state
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FIG. 1. Schematic sketch of a driven dissipative Majorana box
setup. The superconducting island harbors four Majorana
operators γν , three of which are tunnel-coupled to two singlelevel quantum dots (QDs, in blue). The Majoranas could be
realized as end states of two parallel topological superconductor nanowires (green) which are electrically connected by
a superconducting bridge (orange) [58]. The tunnel links connecting QDs to MBSs are shown as dashed lines. The phases
βj in Eq. (2.45) are also indicated. Due to the large box charging energy, transport between different QDs through the Majorana island proceeds only via cotunneling processes. These
cotunneling processes can be inelastic, involving the emission
or absorption of photons from the dissipative electromagnetic
environment. In addition, a driving field can pump electrons
via a tunnel link between the QDs (solid line).

can be stabilized. In more complex two-box devices,
see Sec. IV, the Lindbladian can be engineered to support a multi-dimensional dark space. As a generic initial
state is driven towards the dark space, we show (see also
Ref. [74]) how to optimize the purity, the fidelity (i.e.,
the overlap of the state with the target dark space), and
the speed of approach.
In our accompanying short paper [74], we provide a
summary of our key ideas and apply them to show that in
a two-box setup, one can stabilize and manipulate ‘dark
qubit’ states. In effect, the topologically protected native
Majorana qubit discussed in Refs. [58, 59] (which exists
in a single box) is thereby stabilized by adding another
protection layer due to DD mechanisms (at the prize of
adding a second box). The main benefit of applying DD
strategies to a topologically nontrivial system comes from
the insight that in the latter class of systems, one can
implement unidirectional cotunneling processes in an elementary and practically useful manner. These cotunneling processes in turn directly determine the structure
of the jump operators in the Lindblad equation.

B.

Overview

In order to guide the focused reader through this long
article, we here provide a short overview summarizing the
content of the subsequent sections. In addition, Table I
summarizes the key symbols and notations used throughout this paper.
• In Sec. II, we introduce the theoretical concepts
and physical ingredients needed for the DD sta-

bilization and manipulation of dark states using
a single Majorana box, see Fig. 1, and we derive
the dynamical equations. Our model is introduced
in Sec. II A, where the dissipation arises from environmental electromagnetic fluctuations and the
drive is applied to a pair of QDs. We subsequently
derive the Lindblad equation [1–5] governing the
time evolution of the combined QD-Majorana system in Sec. II B, where we also present numerical
results for the dynamics obtained from this Lindblad master equation. Remarkably, up to initial
transient behaviors, one can describe the dynamics in the Majorana sector in terms of a reduced
Lindblad equation, where the QD degrees of freedom have been traced out. We describe this step
in Sec. II C, along with a discussion of the conditions under which this reduced Lindblad equation
applies. All of our subsequent results are obtained
by employing this reduced Lindblad equation.
• In Sec. III we then describe dark state stabilization protocols for the single-box device in Fig. 1.
We begin in Sec. III A with the case of Pauli operator eigenstates, followed by the stabilization of
the so-called magic state in Sec. III B. In Sec. III C,
the role of increasing temperature on our stabilization protocols is examined. Interestingly, as shown
in Sec. III D, we find that for certain parameter
settings, dark states can be stabilized even in the
absence of any drive. Finally, in Sec. III E, we discuss additional points, e.g., concerning the role of
Majorana state overlaps or how to perform a parity
readout of the stabilized states.
• In Sec. IV, we turn to a setup with two coupled
boxes and present our DD stabilization and manipulation protocols for quantum states that belong
to a dark space manifold. The Lindblad equation
for this setting is derived in Sec. IV A. We explain
how one can engineer a degenerate dark space in
Sec. IV B. This topic is the main focus of Ref. [74],
and the discussion is therefore kept rather short
here. Finally, in Sec. IV C, we show how to stabilize Bell states in the two-box setting.
• The paper concludes with a summary and an outlook in Sec. V.
Technical details and additional information can be found
in three Appendices. Let us also remark that we often
use units with ~ = kB = 1.
II.

DRIVEN DISSIPATIVE MAJORANA
DYNAMICS

We start this section by discussing the Majorana box
[58, 59]. Our DD model as well as the physical assumptions behind it are explained in Sec. II A. We then derive
the Lindblad master equation governing the dynamics of
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Symbol
Model parameters:
A
α
βj
EC
j
g0
g̃0
λjν
M
ω0
ωc
T
t0
tLR
Dynamical quantities:
D
∆z,x,y,m
h± , h̃±
J± , Γ± , HL
J˜± , Γ̃± , H̃L
Kj=1,...,6 , Γ̃j
p
ρ(t)
ρM (t)
(τx , τy , τz )
θjν , θ
Ŵjk , Ŵx,y,z
Wjk , Wx,y,z
(X, Y, Z)

Meaning

First appearance

drive amplitude
dimensionless system-bath coupling for Ohmic bath
phases of the tunnel couplings λjν
charging energy of the Majorana box
level energy of the respective quantum dot
cotunneling scale for single-box setup, g0 = t20 /EC
cotunneling scale for double-box setup
tunnel coupling between QD fermion dj and Majorana operator γν
(‘state design parameters’)
number of MBSs on Majorana box
drive frequency
cut-off frequency for Ohmic bath
temperature
overall scale of tunnel couplings between QDs and Majorana box
tunnel coupling connecting both Majorana boxes, see Sec. IV

(2.4)
(2.23)
(2.45)
(2.1)
(2.3)
(2.11)
(4.10)
(2.6)
(2.12)
(2.4)
(2.21)
(2.9)
(2.7)
(4.2)

dark space dimension
Sec. III E 4
dissipative gap for the respective dark state
e.g., see (3.3)
Lamb shift parameters for full and reduced Lindblad eq., respectively
(2.43), (2.54)
jump operators, transition rates, and Hamiltonian for full Lindblad eq.
(2.35), (2.43), (2.46)
jump operators, transition rates, and Hamiltonian for reduced Lindblad eq. (2.44), (2.53), (2.54)
jump operators and transition rates for two-box setup
(4.7), (4.11)
occupation probability of high-lying QD
(2.51)
reduced density matrix for combined QD-Majorana system
(2.32)
reduced density matrix for the Majorana sector
(2.50)
Pauli operators for QD pair in single-occupancy regime Nd = 1
(2.5)
fluctuating electromagnetic phases
(2.6), (2.8)
fluctuating cotunneling operators
(2.12), (2.14)
cotunneling operators for θj,ν = 0
(2.18)
Pauli operators of Majorana box
(2.2)
TABLE I. List of important symbols.

the reduced density matrix of the Majorana sector. To
that end, we first trace over the environmental degrees of
freedom in Sec. II B, and then over the QD fermions in
Sec. II C.

A.

Model and low-energy theory

In this subsection, we introduce the model for the DD
Majorana setup illustrated in Fig. 1. We also outline the
hardware ingredients needed for implementing our dark
state stabilization and manipulation protocols. For concreteness, we refer to a possible realization using proximitized semiconductor nanowires [58, 59]. In addition, we
describe the effective low-energy Hamiltonian obtained
after the high-energy charge states on the Majorana island are projected away.

1.

Majorana box

Consider the setup depicted in Fig. 1, where a floating
topological superconductor island harbors M zero-energy
MBSs. For this case we have M = 4, but for generality,
we shall allow for general (even) values of M . The MBSs
correspond to the Majorana operators γν = γν† , with anticommutator {γν , γν 0 } = 2δνν 0 and ν = 1, . . . , M . As
indicated in Fig. 1, they could be realized as end states of
two parallel InAs/Al nanowires [49]. We consider classD topological superconductor wires, where time reversal symmetry is broken by a magnetic field [44]. Both
nanowires are electrically connected by a superconducting bridge such that the entire island has a common
charging energy, EC = e2 /(2C), with typical values of
the order EC ≈ 1 meV [49]. The isolated island (‘box’)
has the Hamiltonian (we work in the Schrödinger picture
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for now)
Hbox = EC (N̂ − Ng )2 .

(2.1)

The operator N̂ refers to the total electron number on
the box, and Ng is a tunable backgate parameter. In
Eq. (2.1) we have neglected hybridization energies resulting from a finite overlap between different MBS pairs.
These energy scales are exponentially small in the respective MBS-MBS distance. As will be discussed in
Sec. III E, a small hybridization between MBSs is often
tolerable for DD-generated dark states or dark spaces.
For the native Majorana qubit, such effects cause dephasing.
Our theory requires several conditions to be satisfied.
First, we assume that our DD protocols only involve energy scales well below both EC and the superconducting
(proximity) gap ∆. This assumption implies that the
ambient temperature satisfies T  min{EC , ∆}. We can
then neglect the effects of above-gap continuum quasiparticles, as has tacitly been assumed in Eq. (2.1), which
otherwise constitute an intrinsic source of dissipation in
the Majorana sector. In practice, one also needs to ensure that accidental low-energy Andreev states are not
accessible, see Ref. [75] for a recent discussion. Second,
we consider Coulomb valley conditions [76, 77], i.e., Ng is
tuned close to an integer value and the box is only weakly
coupled to the QDs in Fig. 1. In that case, Hbox leads to
charge quantization, which dictates the fermion number
parity of the island. At temperatures well below the superconducting gap, only the Majorana sector of the full
Hilbert space of the box has to be kept [63]. For M = 4,
we arrive at a parity constraint in the Majorana sector,
γ1 γ2 γ3 γ4 = ±1 [78], and the lowest-energy island state
is then doubly degenerate. The corresponding Pauli operators associated with the resulting Majorana qubit are
represented by Majorana bilinears [56, 57, 78],
X = iγ1 γ3 ,

Y = iγ3 γ2 ,

Z = iγ1 γ2 .

(2.2)

The fact that Pauli operators correspond to spatially separated pairs of Majorana operators allows for unusually
versatile qubit access options.
2.

Quantum dots

We next turn to the Hamiltonian describing the two
QDs, Hd , in Fig. 1. We
P start from a general single-dot
2
Hamiltonian, HQD = α hα d†α dα + C (n̂ − ng ) , where
α labels electron spin and orbital
Pdegrees of freedom, dα
are fermion operators with n̂ = α d†α dα , hα describes a
single-particle energy, and C is the (large) dot charging
energy [59, 76, 77, 79]. On low energy scales, the dot can
then effectively be described by a single spinless fermion
level. Denoting the corresponding level energy by j for
QD j = 1, 2, one arrives at
X
Hd =
j d†j dj ,
(2.3)
j=1,2

see Ref. [59] for details. The energies j can be controlled
by variation of the gate voltage parameter ng . Without loss of generality, we take 2 > 1 throughout, where
both energies should satisfy |j |  min{EC , ∆}. In addition, we employ a time-dependent electromagnetic driving field which can pump single electrons between the two
QDs via a tunnel link. To that end, a suitable AC voltage
can be applied to a gate electrode located near this link.
The respective Hamiltonian contribution is given by [80]
Hdrive (t) = w(t)d†1 d2 + h.c.,

w(t) = t12 + 2A cos (ω0 t) ,
(2.4)
where ω0 denotes the drive frequency and A the drive
amplitude. In what follows, we assume that the static
contribution vanishes, t12 = 0, because a small coupling
t12 6= 0 will not affect the dissipator in the Lindblad
equation, see Eq. (2.33) below, and thus does not change
the physics in a qualitative manner.
In this work, we consider the Coulomb valley regime
where the total charge on the box is fixed by the charging term in Eq. (2.1) on time scales δt > 1/EC [81].
P
The total particle number on the QDs, Nd = j d†j dj ,
is therefore also conserved on such time scales. For even
Nd ∈ {0, 2}, the inter-QD dynamics is effectively frozen
out. We here mainly focus on the case Nd = 1, where
the pair of QDs forms a spin-1/2 degree of freedom corresponding to Pauli operators τx,y,z with τ± = (τx ±iτy )/2,
†
τ+ = τ−
= d†1 d2 ,

τz = d†1 d1 − d†2 d2 = 2τ+ τ− − 1. (2.5)

We next turn to the tunnel couplings connecting the QDs
to the island.
3.

Tunnel couplings and electromagnetic environment

In the above parameter regime, tunneling to the box
has to proceed via MBSs since no other low-energy island states are available. Such processes can be inelastic
due to the coupling to a bosonic environment. We here
consider the case of a dissipative electromagnetic environment, which can be modeled by including fluctuating
phases θjν in the tunneling matrix elements [76, 82, 83],
λ̂jν = λjν eiθjν ,

(2.6)

with dimensionless complex-valued parameters λjν subject to max{|λjν |} = 1. Here λjν determines the transparency of the tunnel link between the QD fermion dj
and the Majorana state γν in the absence of electromagnetic noise [84]. With the overall hybridization energy
t0 characterizing the QD-MBS couplings, the tunneling
Hamiltonian is given by [76, 82, 83]
X
Htun = t0 e−iφ̂
λ̂jν d†j γν + h.c.
(2.7)
j,ν

The phase operator φ̂ of the island has the commutator
[N̂ , φ̂] = −i with the number operator N̂ in Eq. (2.1).
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The eiφ̂ (e−iφ̂ ) factor in Eq. (2.7) thus ensures that an
electron charge is added to (subtracted from) the island
in a tunneling process. It is well known that the electromagnetic potential fluctuations predominantly couple
to the phase of the wave function [82, 83]. This fact
is expressed by the appearance of the fluctuating tunnel
couplings λ̂jν , see Eq. (2.6), in the tunneling Hamiltonian
(2.7).
For concreteness, we assume that the electromagnetic
environment can be modeled by a single bosonic bath, see
also Ref. [65]. Representing the bath by an infinite set of
harmonic oscillators
[1, 2], the environmental HamiltoP
nian is Henv = m Em b†m bm , with the energy Em > 0 of
the photon mode described by the boson annihilation operator bm . In practice, the relevant bath energies Em are
strongly suppressed above a cutoff frequency ωc . With
dimensionless real-valued couplings gjν,m , the stochastic
phase operators θjν are written as
X

gjν,m bm + b†m .
(2.8)
θjν =
m

Clearly, they commute with each other, [θjν , θj 0 ν 0 ] = 0.

We here use the operators

X 
λ̂jν λ̂†kµ − λ̂jµ λ̂†kν γµ γν .
Ŵjk =

(2.12)

1≤µ<ν≤M

Equation (2.11) describes cotunneling paths through the
box, where the energy of the intermediate virtual state
has been approximated by EC , cf. Eq. (2.9), and photon
emission and absorption processes are encoded by the λ̂
factors in Eq. (2.6).
For even QD occupation number Nd , Eq. (2.11) reduces to
X
(N =0,2)
Hcotd
= g0 sgn(Nd − 1)
Ŵjj .
(2.13)
j

For Nd = 1, using the notation
Ŵ+ ≡ Ŵ12 ,

Ŵ− = Ŵ+† ,

Ŵy = i(Ŵ+ − Ŵ− ),

Ŵx = Ŵ+ + Ŵ− ,

Ŵz = Ŵ11 − Ŵ22 ,

(2.14)

we find that Eq. (2.11) can instead be expressed in the
form
X
(N =1)
Ŵa τa ,
(2.15)
Hcotd
= g0
a=x,y,z

4.

Low-energy theory

We are interested in the parameter regime defined by
the conditions
max{T, A, t0 , ω0 , ωc , |j |}  min{EC , ∆}.

(2.9)

The parameters on the left side of Eq. (2.9) affect the dissipative transition rates in the Lindblad equation (2.33)
below. These rates in turn set the time scale on which
dark states are approached. We will adopt a concise description, whereby for engineering a stabilization protocol targeting a specific dark state, it suffices to adjust the
complex-valued tunnel link parameters λjν , see Sec. III.
In practice, those state design parameters can be changed
via gate voltages. We also note that under the conditions
in Eq. (2.9), boson-assisted processes can neither excite
above-gap quasi-particles nor higher-energy charge states
on the island.
The full Hamiltonian can then be projected onto the
doubly degenerate ground-state space of the box, H(t) →
Heff (t). Using a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation to implement this projection, and noting that Hbox then reduces
to an irrelevant constant energy shift, we arrive at the
effective low-energy Hamiltonian
Heff (t) = Hd + Henv + Hdrive (t) + Hcot ,

(2.10)

with the drive term in Eq. (2.4) and the cotunneling contribution


X
t2
Hcot = g0
Ŵjk 2d†j dk − δjk , g0 ≡ 0 .
EC
j,k=1,2

(2.11)

with the QD Pauli operators τa in Eq. (2.5). We emphasize that like the Ŵjk operators in Eq. (2.12), also
the Ŵa still contain the phase fluctuation operators due
to the electromagnetic environment. In order to realize the most general qubit-qubit exchange coupling between the QD spin {τa } and the M = 4 Majorana box
spin (X, Y, Z) in the cotunneling regime, one has to specify nine independent (tunable) real-valued coupling constants. For the M = 4 case in Fig. 1, taking into account
gauge invariance — which allows us to set one of the λjν
to a real value —, the five different complex-valued hopping parameters λjν are sufficient. On top of that, the
direct tunnel amplitude between the QDs is assumed to
be real-valued after setting t12 = 0 in Eq. (2.4).
To simplify the subsequent analysis, we assume that
the dominant contribution to the environmental electromagnetic noise comes from the long wavelength part.
In effect, such contributions will cause dephasing of the
QDs, e.g., due to the presence of a backgate electrode.
This assumption is also consistent with the picture of a
single bath. To good accuracy, the couplings gjν,m in
Eq. (2.8) then do not depend on the Majorana index ν,
i.e., gjν,m = gj,m . As a consequence, also the fluctuating phases (2.8) become ν-independent, θjν = θj . In
that case, the diagonal entries Ŵjj are insensitive to electromagnetic noise and the bath completely decouples for
even Nd , see Eq. (2.13).
From now on, we therefore focus on the case of a single
electron shared by the QDs, Nd = 1. Defining the phase
operator
X

θ ≡ θ1 − θ2 =
(g1,m − g2,m ) bm + b†m ,
(2.16)
m
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(0)

Eq. (2.15) then yields

Hcot = 2g0 eiθ W+ τ+ + h.c. + g0 Wz τz .

(2.17)

The operators W+ and Wz correspond to ‘undressed’
(θjν → 0) versions of Ŵ+ and Ŵz , respectively. These
operators act only on the Hilbert space sector describing
Majorana states. Comparing to Eq. (2.12), we have
Wjk =

M
X
µ<ν

λjν λ∗kµ − λjµ λ∗kν γµ γν .


(2.18)

For the device in Fig. 1, the Wjk operators can be
expressed in terms of the Pauli operators (X, Y, Z) in
Eq. (2.2), see below.

where Hcot is the expectation value of Hcot with respect
to phase fluctuations and V represents the coupling of the
combined QD-MBS system to phase fluctuations. Since
hθ2 ienv diverges in the Ohmic case, we have heiθ ienv = 0,
resulting in
(0)

Hcot ≡ hHcot ienv = g0 Wz τz .

(2.25)

The interaction term in Eq. (2.24) is then given by

V = 2g0 eiθ W+ τ+ + h.c. .
(2.26)
By construction, hV ienv = 0. Correlation functions of
exponentiated phase fluctuations are given by (s = ±1)
heisθ(t) e−isθ(0) ienv = eJenv (t)

(2.27)

with Jenv (t) in Eq. (2.20).
5.

Bath correlation functions

The equilibrium density matrix of the thermal environment is given by
−1 −Henv /T
ρenv = Zenv
e

with Zenv = trenv e−Henv /T ,
(2.19)
with ‘trenv ’ denoting a trace operation over the environmental bosons. Using hÔienv ≡ trenv (Ôρenv ), we define
the correlation function [1]
ˆ ∞
dω J (ω)
×
Jenv (t) = h[θ(t) − θ(0)]θ(0)ienv =
π ω2
0
n
 ω 
o
× [cos(ωt) − 1] coth
− i sin(ωt) ,
(2.20)
2T
with the spectral density
X
2
J (ω) = π
(g1,m − g2,m )2 Em
δ(ω − Em ).

(2.21)

m

Switching to the continuum limit in bath frequency
space, we focus on the practically most important Ohmic
case with J (ω) ∝ ω in the low-frequency limit. In concrete calculations, we use the model spectral density [1]
J (ω) = αωe−ω/ωc ,

(2.22)

where α is a dimensionless system-bath coupling and frequencies above ωc are exponentially suppressed. For a
related discussion in the context of Majorana qubits, see
Ref. [65]. The parameter α is related to the environmental impedance Z(ω) [82],
α=

e2
ReZ(ω = 0).
2h

(2.23)

We consider the case α < 1 below.
For the subsequent discussion, we rewrite Hcot in
normal-ordered form relative to the phase fluctuations,
(0)

Hcot = Hcot + V,

(2.24)

6.

Interaction picture and Rotating Wave Approximation

From now on, we shall switch to the interaction picture
with respect to Hd + Henv . The Hamiltonian then takes
the form, see Eqs. (2.10) and (2.24),
Heff,I (t) = H0,I (t) + VI (t),
H0,I (t) = Hdrive,I (t) +

(2.28)

(0)
Hcot,I (t).

For simplicity, we drop the ‘I’ index (for interaction picture) in what follows and focus on resonant drive conditions,
ω0 = 2 − 1 .

(2.29)

In the regime ω0  T considered below, see Eq. (2.31),
we can then apply the rotating wave approximation
(RWA) [3]. As a consequence, Hdrive (t) → H̃drive with


H̃drive = A d†1 d2 + d†2 d1 = Aτx ,
(2.30)
resulting in a time-independent drive Hamiltonian in the
interaction picture. If the drive frequency is slightly detuned, ω0 = 2 − 1 + δω0 , a residual time dependence
remains, Hdrive (t) = e−iδω0 t Ad†1 d2 + h.c., after applying
the RWA. However, we find that the final Lindblad equation for the dynamics of the Majorana sector in Sec. II C
is not affected to leading order in δω0 . A small mismatch
in the resonance condition (2.29) will therefore not obstruct our findings. We then put δω0 = 0 from now on.
B.

Master equation

In this subsection, we consider the time evolution of
the reduced density matrix, ρ(t), describing the coupled
system defined by the MBSs and the pair of QD fermions.
After tracing over the environmental bosons, we arrive at
a Lindblad master equation for the dynamics of ρ(t). In
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Sec. II C, we will subsequently trace over the QD fermions
to obtain a Lindblad equation for the Majorana sector
only. With ω0 = 2 − 1 and g0 = t20 /EC , we consider the
regime

The two jump operators in Eq. (2.33) are given by
†
J± = 2W± τ± = J∓
,

(2.35)

with the corresponding dissipative transition rates,
g0  T  ω0 ,

A . g0 .

(2.31)

In particular, T  ω0 is needed to justify the RWA,
while g0  T is required for the Born-Markov approximation. In addition, the regime g0  T allows us to neglect emission and absorption processes taking place only
in the Majorana sector since the bath is then unable to
resolve such transitions. Of course, we will account for
boson-assisted inter-QD transitions resulting from cotunneling processes. Finally, Eq. (2.31) states that we study
a weakly driven system with drive amplitude A . g0 .
The opposite strongly driven case is briefly discussed in
App. A and will be studied in detail elsewhere. We note
that inelastic corrections to the drive Hamiltonian due to
electromagnetic phase fluctuations, see Eq. (2.19), can be
neglected by the secular approximation, cf. Sec. II.B of
Ref. [85].

Γ± = 2g02 ReΛ± .
Here, we define the quantities
ˆ ∞
Λ± =
dt e±iω0 t eJenv (t) ,

(2.36)

(2.37)

0

with the bath correlation function (2.20). Their imaginary parts give Lamb shift parameters,
h± = g02 ImΛ± ,

(2.38)

which appear in the Hamiltonian governing the coherent
time evolution in Eq. (2.33),
X
†
J± .
(2.39)
HL = Aτx + g0 Wz τz +
h± J±
±

1.

Lindblad master equation for ρ(t)

The master equation governing the dynamics of the
density matrix ρ(t) for the combined system (QDs and
Majorana sector) is obtained by following the standard
derivation of Born-Markov master equations [1–3]. We
assume a factorized initial (time t = 0) density matrix
of the total system, ρtot (0) = ρ(0) ⊗ ρenv , with ρenv in
Eq. (2.19). Starting from the von-Neumann equation for
ρtot (t) subject to Heff (t) in Eq. (2.28), we trace over the
environmental modes and apply the Born-Markov approximation [1–3]. As a result, ρ(t) obeys the master
equation
∂t ρ(t) = −i [H0 (t), ρ(t)]
(2.32)
ˆ ∞
− trenv
dτ [V (t − τ ), [V (t) + H0 (t), ρ(t) ⊗ ρenv ]] ,
0

where we have used that,
by construction,
trenv [V (t), ρ(0) ⊗ ρenv ] = 0.
Similarly, the mixed
term involving V (t − τ ) and H0 (t) vanishes identically.
We are then left with the coherent evolution term due
to H0 (t), and the double commutator containing two V
terms.
Unfolding the double commutator, we arrive at a master equation of Lindblad [4, 5] type,
X
∂t ρ(t) = −i [HL , ρ(t)] +
Γ± L[J± ]ρ(t).
(2.33)
±

The subscript ‘L’ in HL is meant to clarify that this
Hamiltonian appears in a Lindblad equation. The dissipator L acts as superoperator on ρ [2],
1
L[J]ρ = JρJ † − {J † J, ρ}.
2

(2.34)

The first two terms in HL originate from H0 in Eq. (2.30),
while the third term contains the Lamb shifts (2.38).
Next we observe that Eq. (2.20) implies the general
relation
Jenv (−t − i/T ) = Jenv (t)

(2.40)

in the complex-time plane. Using Eq. (2.40) in Eq. (2.37)
then results in a detailed balance relation, Λ− =
e−ω0 /T Λ+ . As a consequence, for arbitrary parameters,
we find
Γ− = e−ω0 /T Γ+ ,

h− = e−ω0 /T h+ .

(2.41)

In particular, for T  ω0 , the dissipative rate Γ− associated with the jump operator J− will be exponentially
suppressed against the rate Γ+ . The dissipative part
of the Lindblad equation (2.33) is therefore completely
dominated by the jump operator J+ .
It is a distinguishing feature of our DD platform that
jump operators can be directly implemented by designing unidirectional inelastic cotunneling paths connecting
pairs of QDs via the box, with the overall energy scale
g0 . The QDs are also directly coupled by a driven tunnel
link w(t), see Eq. (2.4), with overall energy scale A. For
T  ω0 , as far as inter-dot transitions via the box are
concerned, only photon emission processes are relevant.
As a consequence, only transitions from the energetically
high-lying QD 2 to QD 1 may take place, corresponding
to the jump operator J+ ∝ τ+ , see Eqs. (2.5) and (2.35).
Such transitions act on the Majorana state according to
the operator W+ . As we show below, this operator can be
engineered at will by adjusting the tunneling parameters
λjν , which in turn is possible by changing suitable gate
voltages. The driving field pumps the dot electron in the
opposite direction, i.e., from QD 1 → 2, and for a small
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pumping rate, A . g0 , we obtain a steady state circulation 1 → 2 → 1 by alternating pumping and cotunneling
processes. On the other hand, for A > g0 , pumping
processes will dominate and the cotunneling channel is
effectively suppressed, see App. A.
To facilitate analytical progress, we consider the case
ω0  ωc . (Otherwise Eq. (2.37) can be solved numerically in a straightforward manner.) One then finds [1]
ω

c
Jenv (t) ' −2α ln
sinh(πT t) − iπα sgn(t), (2.42)
πT
and with the Gamma function Γ(z), we arrive at

Γ+ ' Γ(1 − 2α) sin(2πα)
h+ '

ω0
ωc

2α

2g02
,
ω0

1
cot(2πα)Γ+ .
2

J+ = J˜+ τ+ ,

J˜+ = 2ieiβ2 |λ23 | e−iβ3 |λ11 |X − e−iβ1 |λ12 |Y


− 2i e−iβ1 |λ12 λ21 | − eiβ4 |λ11 λ22 | Z,
(2.44)
where the phases β1,2,3,4 are indicated in Fig. 1. They are
connected to the phases χjν in the tunneling parameters,
λjν = |λjν |e−iχjν , by the relations
β2 = χ23 ,

β3 = χ11 ,

β4 = χ22 ,

< τz >

0.998

0.8
0

2.5
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7.5 10
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1.000
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FIG. 2.
Driven dissipative dynamics for the setup in
Fig. 1, illustrating the time-dependent expectation values of
the Pauli operators τx,y,z describing the QDs, see Eq. (2.5).
We also show the purity, Ps (t), of the system state, see
Eq. (2.49). All results were obtained by numerical integration of the Lindblad equation (2.33) for the density matrix
ρ describing the QDs and the Majorana sector, with HL
in Eq. (2.46). We used the parameters in Eq. (2.47), with
T /g0 = 4, ω0 /g0 = 40, ωc /g0 = 200, A/g0 = 0.1, α = 1/4,
|λ11 | = |λ12 | = |λ23 | = 1, and |λ21 | = 0.1. Fast transient oscillations in hτa (t)i are not resolved on the shown time scale,
corresponding to shaded regions. The respective dynamics in
the Majorana sector is depicted in Fig. 3.

Using Eq. (2.44), the dominant jump operator contributing to the Lindbladian is then given by

(2.45)

with the gauge choice χ21 = 0. In particular, β1 − β3
(β2 ) is the loop phase accumulated along the shortest
closed tunneling trajectory involving only QD 1 (QD 2),
cf. Eq. (2.46). These phases, as well as the absolute values
|λjν |, can be experimentally varied, e.g., by changing the
voltages on nearby gates. We emphasize that J˜+ is fully
determined by selecting the state design parameters λjν .
The Hamiltonian HL then follows as
X
†
HL = Aτx + 2g0 J˜z τz +
h± J±
J± ,
±

1
J˜z = λ̄2 + sin β2 |λ21 λ23 |X +
(2.46)
2
+ sin (β4 − β2 ) |λ22 λ23 |Y +
+ [sin β4 |λ21 λ22 | − sin (β1 − β3 ) |λ11 λ12 |] Z,
where λ̄2 ≡ |λ11 |2 + |λ12 |2 + |λ21 |2 + |λ22 |2 + |λ23 |2 . It is
worth mentioning that the operators J˜± and J˜z act only
on the Majorana subsector.
To illustrate the above general expressions, let us consider a simple example. We take stabilization parameters
subject to the conditions
|λ11 | = |λ12 |, λ22 = 0,
β1 = −β2 = π/2, β3 = β4 = 0.

Ps(t)

(2.43)

For the device in Fig. 1, using the Pauli operators (2.2),
†
the jump operators J± = J∓
follow from Eq. (2.35) in the
general form

β1 = χ12 ,

1.0

(2.47)

J+ = 2|λ11 | (2|λ23 |σ+ + |λ21 |Z) τ+ ,

(2.48)

where σ± = (X ± iY )/2. For |λ23 |  |λ21 |, the Lindbladian will then automatically drive an arbitrary Majorana state ρM towards |0ih0|, with the Z-eigenstate |0i
to eigenvalue +1, i.e., Z|0i = |0i. Here, the reduced
density matrix ρM (t) describes the Majorana sector only,
see Sec. II C. However, the operator J˜z appearing in the
Hamiltonian HL still contains a small X component, see
Eq. (2.46), which could potentially disrupt the action of
the dissipator. Nonetheless, we find below that for small
|λ21 |, the desired state |0i is approached with high fidelity, regardless of the initial system state ρ(0). An
optimized parameter choice for stabilizing |0i will be discussed in Sec. III.

2.

Numerical results

We next turn to a numerical integration of Eq. (2.33)
using the approach of Refs. [86, 87]. Numerical results
for the above parameters are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
While the goal of the DD protocol is to stabilize a selected state in the Majorana sector, it is useful to also
study the dynamics in the QD sector, see Fig. 2. We
start from a pure initial state, ρ(0) = |Ψ(0)ihΨ(0)|, with
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electron shared by the two QDs will not predominantly
relax to the energetically lower QD 1. One here has
only two cotunneling paths between both QDs, namely
the constituents forming the operator 4|λ11 λ23 |σ+ in
Eq. (2.48). Both paths interfere destructively once the
Majorana island is stabilized in the state |0i. An arbitrarily weak drive can then overcome all dissipative effects in the long-time limit. In contrast to what happens
for λ21 6= 0, the QDs will thus realize an equal-weight
mixture of |0id and |1id . Nonetheless, the reduced Lindblad equation (2.52) below still applies, with p → 1/2 and
p⊥ → 0 in Eq. (2.51). We note that those parameters are
also appropriate in the strongly driven case, cf. App. A.

|0i

y
x
|1i

C.
FIG. 3.
Time evolution of the Bloch vector,
(hXi, hY i, hZi)(t), describing the Majorana state ρM (t)
for the same parameters as in Fig. 2. The expectation
value is computed by numerically integrating the Lindblad
equation. Starting from the initial X-eigenstate |+i, the
DD protocol stabilizes the dark state |0i at long times,
corresponding to the north pole of the Bloch sphere. The
intermediate states (with alternating colors) were obtained
at times g0 t ∈ {5 × 103 , 10 × 103 , . . . , 15 × 104 }.

|Ψ(0)i = |+i ⊗ |0id , where the τz = +1 QD eigenstate,
|0id , describes an electron located in the energetically
lower QD 1, with QD 2 left empty, see Eq. (2.5). The initial Majorana state has been chosen as the X-eigenstate
|+i with eigenvalue +1. However, we have checked that
the same long-time limit of ρ(t) is reached for other initial
states. We define the purity of the system state as
Ps (t) = trρ2 (t).

(2.49)

The upper left panel of Fig. 2 shows that the purity
approaches a value close to the largest possible value
(Ps = 1) at long times. Moreover, as observed from
Fig. 3, the DD protocol steers the Majorana state towards the pure state |0i, i.e., towards the north pole of
the corresponding Bloch sphere. For the shown example, the QD state ρd has most probability weight in the
energetically lower QD 1. Indeed, Fig. 2 shows that at
long times, the electron shared by the two QDs will predominantly relax to QD 1, corresponding to the state
|0id . Nonetheless, it is of crucial importance that the
occupation probability p for encountering the electron in
the energetically higher QD 2 (corresponding to the state
|1id ) remains finite at long times. We find p ≈ 0.001 for
the parameters in Fig. 2.
We conclude that the system state factorizes at long
times, ρ(t) ' ρM ⊗ ρd with ρM = |0ih0|. The approach
of the Majorana state towards |0i takes place on a time
scale given by the inverse of the dissipative gap of the
reduced Lindbladian describing the Majorana sector only,
see Sec. III below. The relaxation time scales for the QD
subsystem can be longer, cp. Figs. 2 and 3.
Finally, we remark that for the special case λ21 = 0, the

Lindblad equation for the Majorana sector

The above observations allow us to derive a reduced
Lindblad equation, which directly describes the dynamics of ρM (t) in the Majorana sector alone. To that end, we
now trace also over the QD subspace. At long times, our
numerical simulations generically show that ρ(t) factorizes into a Majorana part, ρM (t), and a QD contribution,
ρd (t),
ρ(t → ∞) ' ρM (t) ⊗ ρd (t).

(2.50)

For tracing over the QD part, we can effectively use a
time-independent Ansatz,


1 − p p⊥
ρd =
,
(2.51)
p∗⊥
p
written in the basis {|0id , |1id } selected by the coupling
to the QDs. Here, p 6= 0 refers to the occupation probability of the energetically higher QD 2. This probability can be determined by numerically solving Eq. (2.33),
cf. Sec. II B, or it may be treated as phenomenological parameter. A simple estimate predicts p ≈ max(A, g0 )/ω0 .
Noting that a small but finite expectation value hτx i =
6 0
is observed in Fig. 2 at long times, we have also included
an off-diagonal term (p⊥ ) in Eq. (2.51).
Inserting Eq. (2.50) into Eq. (2.33) and tracing over
the QD subsystem, we arrive at a Lindblad equation for
the 2 × 2 density matrix ρM (t) only,
X
∂t ρM (t) = −i[H̃L , ρM ] +
Γ̃s L[J˜s ]ρM (t),
(2.52)
s=±

where the jump operators J˜± have been defined in
Eq. (2.44). The dissipative transition rates Γ̃± in
Eq. (2.52) are given by
Γ̃+ = pΓ+ ,

Γ̃− = (1 − p)Γ− ,

(2.53)

cf. Eqs. (2.36) and (2.43). The coherent time evolution
in Eq. (2.52) is governed by the Hamiltonian
X
† ˜
H̃L = 2(1 − 2p)g0 J˜z +
h̃± J˜±
J± ,
(2.54)
±
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where J˜z has been specified in Eq. (2.46) and the Lamb
shifts h̃± are given by
h̃+ = ph+ ,

h̃− = (1 − p)h− .

(2.55)

The drive amplitude A then appears only implicitly
through the dependence p = p(A). We note that within
the RWA, no contributions ∝ p⊥ appear in Eq. (2.52).
Indeed, the RWA allows one to neglect terms ∝ τ+ ρτ+
which stem from p⊥ 6= 0.
Importantly, apart from the initial transient behavior,
all of our numerical results for the Majorana dynamics
obtained from the full Lindblad equation for the combined QD-MBS system, Eq. (2.33), are quantitatively reproduced by using the simpler Lindblad equation (2.52).
This statement is valid for arbitrary model parameters
subject to Eqs. (2.9) and (2.31). We emphasize that the
integration over the QD degrees of freedom as carried out
above relies on the facts that (i) the convergence towards
the target state is dictated by the Majorana sector, and
that (ii) the QD and MBS degrees of freedom always
decouple in the long-time limit, see Eq. (2.50). The latter feature has been established by extensive numerical
simulations of Eq. (2.33). The reduced Lindblad equation (2.52) is applicable as long as transient behaviors
are not of interest. In particular, when studying, e.g.,
the dynamics of ρM (t) in the presence of time-dependent
QD level energies j (t), Eq. (2.52) should only be used
for very slow (adiabatic) time dependences. For rapidly
varying QD level energies, one has go back to the full
Lindblad equation for the combined QD-MBS system in
Eq. (2.33).

III.

DARK STATE STABILIZATION

Using the Lindblad master equation (2.52) and the
Choi isomorphism [15] summarized in App. B, we now
turn to a detailed analysis of our stabilization protocols
for the single-box device in Fig. 1. The parameter values
for stabilizing a specific dark state can be determined by
solving the zero-eigenvalue condition of the Lindbladian,
cf. App. B. We recall that the key state design parameters
of our DD protocol are given by the complex-valued tunneling amplitude parameters λjν , which also define the
phases βj in Fig. 1. In Sec. III A, we show how to stabilize Pauli operator eigenstates. In Sec. III B, we discuss
magic state stabilization protocols, followed by a study
of temperature effects in Sec. III C. We show in Sec. III D
that in certain cases, a dark state can be stabilized even
in the absence of any driving field. Finally, we conclude
in Sec. III E with several remarks.

A.
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Pauli operator eigenstates

We start by discussing DD protocols targeting Pauli
operator eigenstates. Typical numerical results obtained
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FIG. 4. Dark-state stabilization protocols for Pauli operator
eigenstates. Left side panels (blue curves): Stabilization of
|0i. Right side panels (red curves): Stabilization of |+i, where
X|+i = |+i. In both cases, the Majorana island has initially
been prepared in the Y -eigenstate with eigenvalue +1. We use
the parameters in Eq. (3.1) with p = 1/2, all other parameters
are as in Fig. 2. With EC = 1 meV and g0 /EC = 2.5 × 10−3 ,
the time units follow as shown. As explained in the main text,
for the chosen parameter set, Rabi oscillations are absent.

by solving Eq. (2.52) are illustrated in Fig. 4. Following
the method in App. B, the Z = ±1 eigenstates can be
realized by choosing
|λ11 | = |λ12 |,

λ21 = λ22 = 0,

β1 − β3 = ±π/2, (3.1)

with arbitrary λ23 and β2,4 , see Eq. (2.45). (We note
that for λ23 = 0, the phases β2,4 are not defined.) At
this point, we use the concept of a dissipative map Ê [2],
which is defined in terms of a jump operator mapping
the system onto a specific state when acting inside the
Lindblad dissipator. For example, the dissipative maps
targeting the Z = ±1 eigenstates are
Ê± = σ± = (X ± iY )/2.

(3.2)

For the stabilization parameters in Eq. (3.1), the jump
operator J˜+ ∝ Ê± , with the ± sign determined by
Eq. (3.1), completely dominates the Lindbladian part of
Eq. (2.52) at low temperatures, T  ω0 . The dissipative dynamics then maps every input state to |0i (for the
+ sign) or |1i (for the − sign). At the same time, the
Hamiltonian evolution in Eq. (2.52) comes from H̃L ∝ Z,
see Eq. (2.54). Evidently, this Hamiltonian commutes
with the targeted state ρM (∞), and therefore does not
affect the dynamics towards the steady state generated
by the dissipative map Ê± . The Majorana state ρM (t) is
thus automatically steered towards the corresponding Zeigenstate by the Lindbladian, with no obstruction from
the Hamiltonian dynamics.
For the above protocol, the dissipative gap is given by,
cf. App. B,
X
∆z = |4λ11 λ23 |2
Γ̃s .
(3.3)
s=±

12

Ωz ' 2g0 (1 − 2p)|λ11 |2 − 8|λ11 λ23 |2 h̃+ .

1.0
F (∞)

0.8
0.7
0.6

0.9
−0.5

0.0
∆β2

0.5

β2 = ∓π/2,
(3.5)
P
with the dissipative gap ∆x = |4λ12 λ21 |2 s Γ̃s . As
shown in the right panels of Fig. 4, X-eigenstates, e.g.,
the state |+i for eigenvalue +1, can be stabilized using
the setup in Fig. 1. As for the Z-stabilization shown
in the left panels, there are no Rabi oscillations for this
parameter set.
Finally, for stabilizing the Y -eigenstates with eigenvalue ±1, one requires
|λ22 | = |λ23 |,

0.9

(3.4)

For the special case λ21 = 0 with p = 1/2, cf. Sec. II B,
and noting that h̃+ = 0 for α = 1/4, cf. Eq. (2.43), we
obtain Ωz = 0 in Eq. (3.4). The left panels in Fig. 4
therefore exhibit only damping in the (X, Y ) components, without Rabi oscillations.
Next, X = ±1 eigenstates are realized by choosing
|λ21 | = |λ23 |,

1.0

F (t)

In general terms, the dissipative gap is defined as the
real part of the smallest non-vanishing eigenvalue of the
Lindbladian (the dark state itself has eigenvalue zero)
[2]. The time scale on which the dark state will be approached is therefore given by ∆−1
z . Moreover, the approach of the Bloch vector towards the dark state |0i
is in general accompanied by damped oscillations in the
(X, Y ) components, where ∆z is the damping rate and
the Rabi frequency follows from Eq. (2.54) as

λ11 = λ22 = 0,

β2 − β3 − β4 = ±π/2,
(3.6)
P
with the dissipative gap ∆y = |4λ11 λ22 |2 s Γ̃s .
In all these examples, the target axis (say, êz for Zeigenstates) is controlled by selecting appropriate tunneling amplitude parameters λjν . Two links are switched
off, and two are matched in amplitude such that the desired jump operator J˜+ is implemented. For T  ω0 ,
dissipative transitions are fully governed by this jump
operator which is due to inelastic cotunneling transitions
from QD 2 → 1. Under these conditions, we find that
H̃L commutes with the Pauli operator σ̂ corresponding
to the target axis (e.g., σ̂ = Z for Z-states). Finally,
by adjusting the phases βj , one can select the stabilized
state, say, |0i or |1i. It is a remarkable feature of our
Majorana-based DD setup that the Hamiltonian H̃L can
be engineered to only generate σ̂. As a consequence, the
Lindbladian dissipator already drives the system to the
desired dark state.
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0.5
400

FIG. 5. Fidelity for a stabilization protocol targeting the
magic state |mi. Here the Majorana state follows by numerical integration of Eq. (2.52) using the parameters in
Eq. (3.8) with |λ23 | = 1. Other parameters are EC = 1 meV,
g0 /EC = 2.5 × 10−3 , T /g0 = 4, ω0 /g0 = 40, ωc /g0 = 200,
α = 1/4, and p = 0.01. Main panel: Time dependence
of the fidelity for ideal parameters [Eq. (3.8)] (red curve),
with a mismatch of√order 10% in all state√design parameters
[|λ11 | = −0.1 + 1/ 2, |λ21 | = +0.1 + 1/ 2, |λ12 | = |λ22 | =
0.9, β3 = −β2 = 11π/20] (blue), and a mismatch of order
20% in the same parameters (orange). Inset: Steady-state
fidelity vs deviation ∆β2 with otherwise ideal parameters,
where β2 = − π2 (1 + ∆β2 ).

λ12 = λ21 = 0,

B.

Magic states

In order to highlight the power of our DD stabilization
protocols, we next consider the magic state [88]
π

|mi = e−i 8 Y |0i.

(3.7)

The practical importance of this state comes from the
fact that a large number of ancilla qubits approximately

prepared in the state |mi are needed for the magic state
distillation protocol. The latter is an essential ingredient for implementing the T -gate required for universal
surface code quantum computation [54, 56, 57, 73, 88].
Targeting |mi, the stabilization conditions now involve
all tunnel links in Fig. 1 and are given by
√
|λ12 | = |λ23 |, |λ21 | = |λ11 | = |λ23 |/ 2,
(3.8)
λ22 = 0, β3 = β1 + β2 , β2 = −π/2.
We here define the fidelity of the state ρM (t) with respect
(0)
to a specific pure state, ρM = |ψihψ|, as
F (t) = tr [|ψihψ|ρM (t)] .

(3.9)

We show numerical results for the magic state fidelity
with |ψi = |mi in Fig. 5, using the parameters in
Eq. (3.8). We find F = 1 at long times for the ideal parameter choice in Eq. (3.8). Figure 5 also illustrates the
long-time fidelity when allowing for small deviations from
Eq. (3.8) which are inevitable in practical implementations. Remarkably, even for sizeable deviations from the
ideal parameter set, the fidelity remains close to unity.
By determining the spectrum of the Lindbladian, we obtain the dissipative gap as
∆m = |4λ11 λ23 |2

X
s

Γ̃s .

(3.10)
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is approached, and consequently the purity also becomes
smaller.
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FIG. 6. Steady-state fidelity, F (∞), and purity, P (∞), vs
temperature (in Kelvin) for the state |0i and for the magic
state |mi. We use ideal state design parameters, see Eqs. (3.1)
and (3.8), with all other parameters as in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The numerical results for both states cannot be
distinguished for these parameter choices on the shown scales.
The frequency ω0 corresponds to a temperature of ≈ 2.5 K.

∆−1
m

Using the parameters in Fig. 5, we find
' 80 ns.
Even though our magic state stabilization protocol requires more parameter fine tuning than the stabilization
of |0i, the dark state |mi is reached on essentially the
same time scale.

Stabilization without driving field

In certain cases, it is possible to stabilize dark states
even without drive Hamiltonian, Hdrive = 0. In this subsection, we demonstrate the feasibility of this idea for
special choices of the state design parameters. We are
not aware of other DD systems allowing for dark states
in the absence of driving. In our setup, we will see that
the dissipative dynamics can also generate terms that
mimic the effects of a weak driving field.
To be specific, we apply the Lindblad equation (2.52)
to setups where λjν 6= 0 only for (jν) ∈ {11, 12, 23}. In
particular, since λ21 = 0, this case corresponds to the
special parameter regime discussed in Sec. II B 2. For
simplicity, below we drop the exponentially small contribution to the dissipator due to J˜− . From Eq. (2.44), the
only relevant jump operator is then given by
J˜+ = 2iλ∗23 (λ11 X − λ12 Y ) .

In addition, we keep Lamb shift effects implicit. In particular, they can be taken into account by renormalizing
Bz in Eq. (3.15) below. The operator J˜z entering H̃L ,
see Eqs. (2.46) and (2.54), has the form
J˜z = − sin β1 |λ11 λ12 | Z.

C.

Effect of temperature

We next address the effect of raising temperature
within the conditions set by Eq. (2.31), in particular
T  ω0 . Figure 6 shows numerical results for the T dependent steady state fidelity F (∞) with respect to
the states |0i and |mi, choosing ideal parameters as in
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.8), respectively.
At very low temperatures, the fidelity stays very close
to the ideal value (F = 1) since here only the rate Γ̃+ , see
Eqs. (2.36) and (2.53), is significant. In this limit, corrections to F = 1 are exponentially small and appear to be
governed by the dissipative gap, 1−F ∝ exp(−∆z/m /T ).
The same scaling behavior also applies to the purity.
As temperature increases, the thermal excitation rate
Γ̃− = e−ω0 /T Γ̃+ cannot be neglected anymore. Focusing
on the stabilization of the state |0i, we have J˜− ∝ σ− .
The Lindblad dissipator Γ̃− L[J˜− ] will then target the
‘wrong’ Z-eigenstate |1i. The competition between L[J˜+ ]
and L[J˜− ] implies that the fidelity will deteriorate as temperature increases.
This expectation is confirmed by our numerical results.
For the parameters in Fig. 6, the fidelity noticeably drops
once T exceeds the crossover temperature Tc ≈ 250 mK.
Figure 6 also shows the temperature dependent purity of
the steady state, P (∞) = trρ2M (t → ∞). For T  Tc , we
find P (∞) ' 1. As T increases, however, the maximally
mixed state ρM (∞) = 12 1 with F (∞) = P (∞) = 1/2

(3.11)

(3.12)

We now study the undriven (A = 0) scenario for two parameter sets allowing for analytical progress. The stabilization of pure dark states may then be possible because
the Hamiltonian H̃L can effectively take over the role of
the drive. The frequency ω0 now simply represents the
(positive) energy difference 2 −1 , see Eq. (2.29), instead
of a drive frequency. Moreover, we assume p⊥ = 0 while
the probability p in Eq. (2.51) is estimated by p ≈ g0 /ω0 .
We note in passing a finite static contribution to the
inter-QD tunnel coupling, t12 6= 0 in Eq. (2.4), can be
taken into account here. This coupling will modify p according to p ≈ max(t12 , g0 )/ω0 . We also recall that for
A 6= 0, one instead finds p = 1/2 since we have λ21 = 0,
cf. Sec. II B 2.
Case 1: λ11 = ±iλ12

The first case is defined by λ11 = isλ12 , with s = ±1.
We observe that the dot fermion operator d1 corresponding to QD 1 is then tunnel-coupled to a nonlocal fermion
formed from the Majorana operators, c = (γ1 − isγ2 )/2.
With σ± = (X ± iY )/2, Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) simplify
to
J˜+ = 4iλ∗23 λ11 σ−s ,

J˜z = −s|λ11 |2 Z.

(3.13)

The Lindblad equation (2.52) is then given by
∂t ρM (t) = −i[H̃L , ρM (t)] + Γ1 L [σ−s ] ρM (t),

(3.14)
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where the Hamiltonian follows from Eq. (2.54) as
H̃L = −2s(1 − 2p)g0 |λ11 |2 Z = sBz Z.

(3.15)

We note that the Lamb shift h̃+ can be taken into account by redefining Bz . Furthermore, the rate Γ1 in
Eq. (3.14) is proportional to Γ̃+ in Eq. (2.43). The only
zero eigenstate of the Lindbladian is the Z-eigenstate |0i
(for s = −1) [or |1i (for s = +1)], e.g., L [σ+ ] |0ih0| = 0.
The same Z-eigenstate is also the lowest energy eigenstate of H̃L in Eq. (3.15).
Using the Z-eigenstate basis {|0i, |1i} for s = −1 [and
{|1i, |0i} for s = +1], we can parametrize the timedependent density matrix ρM (t) solving Eq. (3.14) with
real-valued x(t) subject to 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and complex-valued
y(t) as

ρM (t) =

1 − x(t) y(t)
y ∗ (t) x(t)

∂t y = −2iBz y −

.

(3.16)

Γ1
y,
2

(3.17)

which explicitly shows the relaxation and decoherence
dynamics of ρM (t) towards the stabilized pure state. The
above example demonstrates that the dissipative stabilization of a dark state can be achieved even in the absence of a driving field in our Majorana box setup.

Case 2: β1 = 0

Putting the phase β1 to zero, d1 is effectively coupled
to a single Majorana operator, γeff = γ1 cos δ + γ2 sin δ,
with δ = tan−1 |λ12 /λ11 |. One then obtains J˜z = 0. The
jump operator J˜+ is now given by
J˜+ = B⊥ σ+ eiδ + h.c.,


1
|s/ai = √ eiδ |+i ± e−iδ |−i .
2

B⊥ = 2iλ∗23 λ11 /| cos δ|. (3.18)

Noting that the Lamb shifts in H̃L only give an irrelevant
constant, we arrive at the Lindblad equation
Γ2
L [σn ] ρM (t),
∂t ρM (t) =
4

(3.19)

where we define
σn = n ·σ = σ+ eiδ + σ− e−iδ ,

(3.20)

with the unit vector n = (cos δ, − sin δ, 0). Again, the
rate Γ2 is proportional to the respective rate Γ̃+ in
Eq. (2.43).

(3.21)

In the {|si, |ai} basis, ρM (t) can be parametrized as
 1

+ x(t)
y(t)
2
ρM (t) =
,
(3.22)
y ∗ (t) 21 − x(t)
where the real-valued parameter x(t) has to satisfy |x| ≤
1/2. Equation (3.19) then yields
∂t x = 0,



The quantities x(t) and y(t) represent the diagonal and
off-diagonal density matrix deviations, respectively, from
the steady-state density matrix corresponding to the stabilized Z-eigenstate. Using Eq. (3.14), these deviations
obey the equations of motion
∂t x = −Γ1 x,

For the case in Eq. (3.19), the Lindbladian has two
zero eigenstates, L [σn ] |sihs| = L [σn ] |aiha| = 0, corresponding to the eigenstates of σn , i.e., σn |si = |si and
σn |ai = −|ai. Using the X-eigenstates |±i, one finds

∂t y = −

Γ2
y.
2

(3.23)

Clearly, there is no relaxation in the basis selected by
the environment via the QDs, i.e., x(t) remains constant.
Only the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix are
subject to decay with the rate Γ2 /2. One can therefore
prepare an arbitrary mixed state as steady state.

E.

Discussion

We conclude this section with several additional points.

1.

Mixed states

As pointed out in Sec. III D, one can also use our protocols for stabilizing mixed states, see also Ref. [89]. To give
another example, now for A 6= 0, we consider changing
the above phase conditions such that a mixture of Pauli
eigenstates can be prepared as dark state. For instance,
by choosing the state design parameters as in Eq. (3.1)
but keeping β̄ = β1 − β3 arbitrary, one obtains the dark
state
ρM (∞) =

1 + sin β̄
1 − sin β̄
|0ih0| +
|1ih1|.
2
2

(3.24)

The relative weight of the two components can then be
altered by adjusting the phase difference β̄.

2.

Majorana overlaps

So far we have assumed that the overlap between
different MBSs is negligibly small. What are the effects of a finite (but small) hybridization between different MBS pairs on the above stabilization protocols?
Such terms could arise, e.g., due to the finite nanowire
lengthP[44]. They are described by a Hamiltonian term
H 0 = ν<ν 0 iνν 0 γν γν 0 , with hybridization energies νν 0 .
By construction, such a term survives the RWA and the
Schrieffer-Wolff projection in Sec. II and thus contributes
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to the Hamiltonian H̃L in the Lindblad equation (2.52)
without affecting the Lindbladian dissipator. In the Pauli
operator language, such terms act like a weak magnetic
Zeeman field. If the corresponding field is parallel to
the target axis of the dark state, it does not cause any
dephasing. For instance, for the stabilization of the Zeigenstate |0i, the hybridization parameters 12 and 34
can be tolerated as they only couple to the Pauli operator Z in Eq. (2.2). Clearly, such couplings have no
detrimental effects on our stabilization protocols.

3.

Readout dynamics

For reading out a stabilized dark state, it is possible
to use the same techniques suggested previously for the
native Majorana qubit [58, 59, 65]. In particular, one
can perform capacitance spectroscopy using additional
single-level QDs that are tunnel-coupled to MBS pairs.
These QDs are used for measurements only, where the
spectroscopic signal contains an interference term which
depends on the respective Pauli matrix in Eq. (2.2). This
projective readout yields the Pauli eigenvalue ±1 with a
state-dependent probability [59]. Of course, this method
can also be used to prepare the Majorana island in a Pauli
eigenstate before the DD protocol is started. In order for
the readout not to interfere with the DD stabilization
protocol, one has to make sure that the characteristic
projective measurement time scale (see Refs. [58, 59] for
detailed expressions) is much longer than the typical inelastic cotunneling time Γ̃−1
+ . Similarly, single-electron
pumping protocols via a pair of QDs attached to different MBSs allow one to apply a Pauli operator to the
tetron state in a topologically protected manner [58].

4.

FIG. 7. Schematic two-box layout for DD dark space stabilization and manipulation protocols, cp. Fig. 1 for the singlebox case. The left (right) box harbors four MBSs described
by γνL (γνR ). The tunneling bridge with amplitude tLR connects γ4L and γ2R . QD 3 has independently driven tunneling
bridges to QD 1 and to QD 2 (solid lines). The three QDs are
operated in the single-electron regime, Nd = 1. The electromagnetic environment affects the phases of the tunnel links
betweens QDs and MBSs (dashed lines). The phases βj for
this geometry are also indicated.

device with at least two Majorana boxes as depicted
in Fig. 7. After introducing our model and the corresponding Lindblad equation in Sec. IV A, we show in
Sec. IV B how a dark space can be created and classified. In Sec. IV C, we then describe how to stabilize Bell
states. In Ref. [74], we describe external perturbations
for moving the dark state to another state within the protected dark space manifold, and we show how to create
a dark space manifold realizing a ‘dark Majorana qubit’.
In such a system, topological and DD mechanisms reinforce each other and thereby can provide exceptionally
high levels of fault tolerance. Moreover, we remark that
the stabilization of Bell states can also be implemented
in a hexon device (i.e., a Majorana box with six MBSs
[59]), see Ref. [90].

Beyond the horizon of a dark state
A.

So far we have discussed DD stabilization protocols
targeting a desired dark state. The dark space dimension for those protocols is D = 1, see App. C. Since there
is a unique dark state for a given choice of the state design parameters, one could utilize a DD single-box device
as a self-correcting quantum memory. By means of adiabatic changes of the state design parameters, one can in
principle steer the Majorana state on its Bloch sphere.
However, for general state manipulation protocols, it is
advantageous to have access to a dark space manifold
with D > 1, which may be engineered in systems with
more than four MBSs. We address this case in the next
section.

IV.

DARK SPACE ENGINEERING

We continue with DD protocols targeting quantum
states within a dark space manifold. A degenerate manifold of dark states may be engineered by employing a

Lindblad equation for two coupled boxes
1.

Model

Following the discussion in Sec. II A, we describe the
two islands in Fig. 7 by Hbox = Hbox,L + Hbox,R , with
Hbox,L/R as in Eq. (2.1). Here, the four MBSs on the left
(right) box correspond to Majorana operators γνL (γνR ).
Both islands are separately operated under Coulomb valley conditions. For notational simplicity, we assume that
they have the same charging energy, EC,L = EC,R = EC .
Focusing on the long-wavelength components of the electromagnetic environment, P
we again work with a single bosonic bath, Henv = m Em b†m bm , where photons
couple to the QDs and MBSs via fluctuating phases,
θj , in the tunneling Hamiltonian, see Sec. II A. The
setup in Fig. 7 requires up to three single-level QDs,
P3
Hd = j=1 j d†j dj , where QD 3 couples to both other
QDs via independently driven tunnel links. We consider
the regime Nd = 1, where on time scales δt > 1/EC , the
three QDs share a single electron.
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Using the interaction picture with respect to the dot
Hamiltonian Hd , the full Hamiltonian is then given by
H(t) = Hbox + Henv + HLR + Hdrive (t) + Htun (t), (4.1)
where a phase-coherent tunnel link couples the boxes.
Without loss of generality, we assume a real-valued tunneling amplitude tLR > 0,
HLR = itLR γ4L γ2R .

(4.2)

The drive Hamiltonian now has the form
X
Hdrive (t) =
2Aj cos (ωj t) ei(j −3 ) d†j d3 + h.c., (4.3)
j=1,2

where the two driving fields have the respective amplitude A1,2 and frequency ω1,2 . In analogy to Eq. (2.7),
the QD-MBS tunnel links are described by
X
Htun (t) = t0
λj,νκ e−iφκ eiθj eij t d†j γνκ + h.c.,
jν,κ=L/R

(4.4)
with the phase operators φL/R for the left/right Majorana island.
Using the same approximations as
in Sec. II A 4, the electromagnetic environment enters
Eq. (4.4) through the fluctuating phases θj . With the
overall energy scale t0 , the complex-valued parameters
λj,νκ parametrize the transparency of the tunnel contact
κ=L/R
. Similar to Eq. (2.45), the phases
between dj and γν
βj in Fig. 7 follow from the phases of these parameters.
Since β4 can be absorbed by a renormalization of β3 for
the purposes below, we put β4 = 0.
To simplify the presentation, we next assume that
QDs 1 and 2 have the same energy level, 1 = 2 .
Moreover, we consider the case of equal drive frequencies, ω1 = ω2 ≡ ω0 , and identical drive amplitudes,
A1 = A2 ≡ A, and again impose a resonance condition,
ω0 = 3 − 1 . However, in analogy to our discussion in
Sec. II, we expect that overly precise fine tuning with
respect to those conditions is not necessary.
We now proceed in analogy to Sec. II A with the construction of an effective low-energy model by means of
a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation to the lowest-energy
charge state in each box. We can then define Pauli operators (Xκ , Yκ , Zκ ) with κ = L, R referring to the left
and right box, respectively, using the Majorana representation in Eq. (2.2). In the present case, it is crucial to
keep all terms up to third order in the expansion parameters (2.9) when accounting for cotunneling trajectories
connecting pairs of QDs, cf. Fig. 7. (For the single-box
case in Sec. II A, it is sufficient to go to second order
only.) The electromagnetic environment then enters the
low-energy theory via the three phase differences θj − θk
with j < k. This fact implies that, in general, we have six
different spectral densities Jjk;j 0 k0 (ω). We model these
spectral densities by the Ohmic form in Eq. (2.22), with
system-bath couplings αjk;j 0 k0 . For simplicity, we employ
an average value α for these couplings below. The bath is

then described by a single spectral density J (ω) again.
Importantly, the physics is not changed in an essential
manner by this approximation. In particular, no additional jump operators appear when allowing for different
αjk;j 0 k0 .
2.

Lindblad equation

We consider again the weak driving regime with T 
ω0 . Under these conditions, proceeding along similar
steps as in Sec. II B, one obtains a Lindblad master equation for the density matrix, ρ(t), describing both the Majorana sector and the QD degrees of freedom. In order
to arrive at a Lindblad equation for the reduced density
matrix, ρM (t), which refers only to the Majorana sector
of both boxes, we next trace over the QD subsector, see
Sec. II C. For the QD steady-state density matrix, ρd , we
use the Ansatz


1−p 1−p
ρd = diag
,
,p ,
(4.5)
2
2
expressed in the basis {|100i, |010i, |001i} with QD occupation states |n1 , n2 , n3 i for Nd = 1. Note that since we
assumed 1 = 2 , the occupation probabilities of QDs 1
and 2 are equal. The occupation probability 0 < p  1
refers to the energetically highest QD 3. Equation (4.5)
is consistent with our numerical analysis of the Lindblad
equation for ρ(t), where we again find a factorized density matrix at long times, ρ(t) ' ρM (t) ⊗ ρd . We note
that the dark space turns out to be independent of the
concrete value of p.
Going through the corresponding steps in Sec. II C, we
arrive at a Lindblad equation for ρM (t),
∂t ρM (t) = −i[H̃L , ρM (t)] +

6
X
a=1

Γ̃a L[Ka ]ρM (t).

(4.6)

The six jump operators are denoted by Ka , with the
respective dissipative transition rates Γ̃a . With λLR ≡
tLR /EC  1, we obtain
|λ1,1R λ3,3R |
XR
λLR
− eiβ3 |λ1,3L λ3,3R |ZL YR ,
|λ2,4R λ3,3R |
K2 = K5† = −iei(β3 −β2 )
ZR
(4.7)
λLR
+ eiβ3 |λ2,2L λ3,3R |XL YR ,
|λ1,3L λ2,2L |
|λ1,1R λ2,4R |
K3 = K6† = i
YL − iei(β2 −β1 )
YR
λLR
λLR
+ e−iβ1 |λ1,1R λ2,2L | XL ZR
K1 = K4† = iei(β3 −β1 )

− eiβ2 |λ1,3L λ2,4R | ZL XR .

The coherent evolution in Eq. (4.6) is governed by the
Hamiltonian
H̃L = 2pg̃0 Kz +

6
X
a=1

h̃a Ka† Ka ,

(4.8)
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with the operator
Kz = sin β1 |λ1,1R λ1,3L |ZL ZR + sin β2 |λ2,2L λ2,4R |XL XR .
(4.9)
We here used the energy scale
g̃0 = λLR g0 =

t20 tLR
2 ,
EC

(4.10)

which characterizes the relevant inelastic cotunneling
processes in the double-box setup. The transition rates
Γ̃a follow in the form
ˆ ∞
2
Γ̃1 = Γ̃2 = 2pg̃0 Re
dteiω0 t eJenv (t) ,
0
ˆ ∞
2
dteJenv (t) ,
(4.11)
Γ̃3 = Γ̃6 = (1 − p)g̃0 Re

K2 . Nonetheless, we retain the other jump operators in
our numerical analysis as well.
Finally, we note that all terms without the factor
λ−1
LR  1 in Eqs. (4.7) and (4.9) stem from third-order
processes. While one a priori expects that the corresponding dissipative terms in Eq. (4.6) are suppressed
against second-order contributions, by careful tuning of
the link transparencies λj,νκ , they can become of comparable magnitude. As a consequence, all relevant cotunneling paths will then have amplitudes corresponding to
third-order processes. This means that for the present
two-box setup, the energy scale g0 = t20 /EC appearing in
Eq. (2.31) has to be replaced by g̃0 in Eq. (4.10). The
Lindblad equation (4.6) describing the weak driving limit
is therefore valid under the conditions
g̃0  T  ω0 ,

0

(1 − p) −ω0 /T
Γ̃4 = Γ̃5 =
e
Γ̃1 ,
2p

3.

and the Lamb shifts h̃a are given by
ˆ ∞
h̃1 = h̃2 = pg̃02 Im
dteiω0 t eJenv (t) ,
0
ˆ ∞
1
2
dteJenv (t) ,
h̃3 = h̃6 = (1 − p)g̃0 Im
2
0
(1 − p) −ω0 /T
h̃4 = h̃5 =
e
h̃1 .
2p

A . g̃0 .

(4.14)

Dissipative maps

Before entering our discussion of stabilization protocols
for the layout in Fig. 7, it is convenient to introduce the
dissipative maps [26]
(4.12)

For ω0  ωc , we can then make further analytical
progress. Explicit expressions for Γ̃1,2 and h̃1,2 follow
by comparison with Eq. (2.43). In addition, we find

2α−1 2
cos(πα)Γ(α)Γ(1 − 2α) πT
2g0
Γ̃3,6 ' (1 − p)
,
1−2α
2
Γ(1 − α)
ωc
ωc
1
(4.13)
h̃3,6 = − tan(πα)Γ̃3,6 .
2
By following the derivation of the reduced master equation (4.6), we observe that the operator K1 (K2 ) comes
from unidirectional transitions transferring an electron
from the energetically high-lying QD 3 to QD 1 (QD 2)
via the double-box setup, collecting all possible cotunneling trajectories allowed by third-order perturbation
theory. Likewise, the jump operator K4 (K5 ) describes
the reversed process, with a cotunneling transition from
QD 1 (QD 2) to QD 3. For T  ω0 , the transition
rates Γ̃4,5 and Lamb shifts h̃4,5 are exponentially suppressed, ∝ e−ω0 /T , against the respective contributions
from K1,2 . Moreover, the jump operators K3 and K6 in
Eq. (4.7) describe cotunneling transitions between QDs
1 and 2. Since these QDs are not directly connected by a
driven tunnel link and have the same energy, 1 = 2 , the
corresponding rates and Lamb shifts coincide, Γ̃3 = Γ̃6
and h̃3 = h̃6 . Importantly, for 1/2 < α < 1, these quantities are reduced by a factor (T /ω0 )2α−1  1 against Γ̃1,2
and h̃1,2 , respectively. In the remainder of this section,
we shall study this parameter regime where the most important jump operators in Eq. (4.6) are given by K1 and

Ê1,± = (1 ± ZL ZR )XR ,

Ê2,± = (1 ± XL XR )ZR .
(4.15)
These maps can be used to target the four Bell states,
1
|ψ± i = √ (|00i ± |11i),
2

1
|φ± i = √ (|01i ± |10i),
2
(4.16)
which are eigenstates of both ZL ZR = ±1 and XL XR =
±1. We observe that Ê1,− maps even-parity onto the respective odd-parity states, Ê1,− |ψ± i = |φ± i, while oddparity states do not evolve in time, Ê1,− |φ± i = 0. Under
this dissipative map, the system will thus be driven into
the degenerate odd-parity subsector spanned by the |φ± i
states. Similarly, Ê2,− can drive the system into the antisymmetric subsector spanned by |φ− i and |ψ− i.
The key idea in our DD protocols below is to identify state design parameters such that the jump operators effectively realize the needed dissipative map(s) in
Eq. (4.15). Recalling that a dissipative map breaks a
number of conserved quantities (and therefore symmetries) in our system, see Refs. [15, 17] and App. C, we
here employ this insight to either stabilize a dark space,
see Sec. IV B and Ref. [74], or to target protected and
maximally entangled two-qubit dark states, see Sec. IV C.
B.

Stabilization of a dark space

In this subsection, we briefly outline how one can stabilize a dark space in the setup of Fig. 7, see also Ref. [74].
For convenience, we decouple QD 2 from the system by
using the parameter choice
λ2,2L = λ2,4R = 0,

β2 = 0.

(4.17)
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β3 = −π/2,

|λ1,1R | = λLR |λ1,3L |. (4.18)

Noting that Ê1,− = XR − iZL YR , see Eq. (4.15), we indeed arrive at K1 ∝ Ê1,− from Eq. (4.7). In addition,
Eq. (4.8) shows that under the above conditions, H̃L only
generates terms ∝ ZL ZR which do not obstruct the dissipative dynamics.
For T  ω0 , we next observe that to exponential accuracy, K1 is the only jump operator contributing to the
Lindbladian in Eq. (4.6) for the parameters in Eqs. (4.17)
and (4.18). The DD protocol therefore will stabilize the
system in the odd-parity (ZL ZR = −1) Bell state manifold spanned by {|φ+ i, |φ− i}. We show in Ref. [74] that
this degenerate manifold has the dark space dimension
D = 4, see also App. C, which is equivalent to a degenerate qubit space [15].
It is possible to manipulate dark states within a dark
space by following different strategies [74]. For instance,
one can adiabatically switch on a perturbation that
breaks at least one conservation law. An alternative possibility is to employ single-electron pumping protocols, in
analogy to previous proposals for native Majorana qubits
[58, 59].
C.

Stabilizing Bell states

We next turn to the stabilization of Bell states in the
setup of Fig. 7, where the couplings between QD 2 and
the Majorana islands are now assumed finite again. In
that case, the jump operator K2 in Eq. (4.7) does not
vanish anymore. In the low temperature regime, the
corresponding Lindbladian term in Eq. (4.6) contributes
with the same transition rate, Γ̃2 = Γ̃1 , as for K1 , see
Eq. (4.11). Importantly, K2 breaks additional conservation laws and thereby allows one to engineer stabilization protocols targeting maximally entangled two-qubit
states. We again study the regime 1/2 < α < 1, where
the jump operators K3,6 give only subleading contributions.
Let us start with the Bell singlet state |φ− i in
Eq. (4.16), where ZL ZR = −1 and XL XR = −1. By
choosing the state design parameters as
β1 = −π, β2 = 0, β3 = −π/2,
(4.19)
|λ1,1R | = λLR |λ1,3L |, |λ2,4R | = λLR |λ2,2L |,
we observe from Eq. (4.7) that K1 ∝ Ê1,− and K2 ∝
Ê2,− are directly expressed in terms of the corresponding
dissipative maps, see Eq. (4.15). The Lindbladian will
therefore drive the system to the dark state |φ− i. The
dark space dimension is thus given by D = 1.
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F (∞)

β1 = −π,

1.0

F (t)

We note that this is not the only possible parameter
set for constructing a dark space. As a consequence of
Eq. (4.17), many of the jump operators in Eq. (4.7) vanish identically, K2 = K3 = K5 = K6 = 0. The jump
operator K1 = K4† then yields the dissipative map Ê1,−
in Eq. (4.15) upon choosing
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FIG. 8. Fidelity for stabilizing the Bell singlet state |φ− i in
the setup of Fig. 7. We show numerical results obtained from
Eq. (4.6) with the parameters in Eq. (4.19) and |λ1,3L | =
|λ2,2L | = |λ3,3R | = 1, using the initial state ρM (0) = |00ih00|.
Other parameters are EC = 1 meV, g̃0 /EC = 10−5 , T /g̃0 =
2, ω0 /g̃0 = 2 × 103 , ωc /g̃0 = 104 , α = 0.99, and p = 0.01.
Main panel: Time dependence of F (t) for ideal parameters
[Eq. (4.19)] (red curve), and for a mismatch of order 10% in
all state design parameters [|λ1,1R | = 1.1λLR |λ1,3L |, |λ2,4R | =
0.9λLR |λ2,2L |, β1 = −1.1π, β3 = −9π/20] (blue). Inset:
Steady-state fidelity vs deviation ∆β1 from the ideal value,
i.e., β1 = −π(1 + ∆β1 ), with otherwise ideal parameters.

As is shown in Fig. 8, the numerical solution of
Eq. (4.6) confirms this expectation. For the stabilization parameters in Eq. (4.19), the Bell singlet state is
reached with nearly perfect fidelity when taking ideal
parameter values. One can rationalize the almost perfect fidelity by noting that the coherent evolution due
to H̃L , see Eq. (4.8), involves only the operators ZL ZR
and XL XR . As a consequence, the dynamics induced
by the dissipative maps K1,2 ∝ Ê1/2,− will not be disturbed. Note that the parameters in Fig. 8 were chosen
such that Γ̃1  Γ̃3 while staying in the regime specified in Eq. (4.14). Indeed, the observed small deviations
from the ideal value F = 1, see Fig. 8, can be traced back
to the jump operators K3 and K6 , which give nominally
subleading but practically important contributions to the
Lindblad equation.
Figure 8 shows that the stabilization protocol is rather
robust against deviations of state design parameters from
their ideal values in Eq. (4.19), see Sec. III. Following the
approach in App. B, we find that the dissipative gap for
stabilizing |φ− i is given by
∆Bell = |2λ3,3R |2 |λ1,3L |2 + |λ2,2L |2



X

Γ̃a .

a=1,2,4,5

(4.20)
Due to the importance of third-order inelastic cotunneling processes, this dissipative gap is several orders of
magnitude below the corresponding gaps in the singlebox case, cf. Sec. III. For the parameters in Fig. 8, we
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obtain the time scale ∆−1
Bell ≈ 0.3 ms.
The other Bell states in Eq. (4.16) can be targeted by
changing the phases βj in Eq. (4.19). The jump operators K1 and K2 will then directly implement the desired
dissipative maps, with the dissipative gap still given by
Eq. (4.20). For stabilization of the Bell state |ψ+ i (|ψ− i),
one has to put β1 = 0, β2 = π (β2 = 0), and β3 = π/2.
Similarly, |φ+ i is stabilized for β1 = −π, β2 = π, and
β3 = −π/2. We thus always have β3 − β1 = π/2, and the
remaining two phases select the targeted Bell state. In
particular, β1 selects the parity of the target state while
β2 determines the symmetric vs antisymmetric state.

V.

SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS

In this paper, we have described DD protocols in
Majorana-based layouts for stabilizing as well as manipulating dark states and dark spaces. For devices with
one or two Majorana boxes coupled to driven QDs and
subject to electromagnetic noise, we have shown that in
a wide parameter regime the dynamics in the Majorana
sector is accurately described by Lindblad master equations.
The underlying topological nature of the Majorana
states significantly boosts the power of DD schemes in
several directions. First, the role of uncontrolled environmental noise sources should be suppressed compared
to topologically trivial realizations, which is a key advantage for high-dimensional dark space constructions.
Second, the fact that Pauli operators describing native
Majorana qubits correspond to products of Majorana
operators (pertaining to spatially separated MBSs), see
Eq. (2.2), allows for unique addressability options. Only
through this feature, which is rooted in topology, it is
possible to design the special unidirectional cotunneling
paths which directly implement the jump operators appearing in the Lindblad equation. In the simplest singlebox case, see Fig. 1, the basic pumping-cotunneling cycle
involves (i) pumping the dot electron from QD 1 to the
high-lying QD 2 by means of a weak driving field, and
(ii) the back transfer of the electron from QD 2 to QD 1
by cotunneling through the box. In general, competing
transfer mechanisms may also contribute to both steps,
and the parameter regime has to be carefully adjusted
to minimize their impact. Taking step (ii) as example,
the drive Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.4), possibly together with
photon emission processes, may provide such a competing
rate. By choosing both a sufficiently small drive amplitude, A < g0 , and a very small direct tunnel coupling t12
between both QDs, these competing rates can be systematically suppressed against the cotunneling rates through
the box. We also note that in most cases of interest, the
Lindbladian dissipator alone is responsible for driving the
system into the desired dark state or dark space, i.e., the
Hamiltonian appearing in coherent part of the Lindblad
equation does not obstruct the dissipative dynamics.
For a single-box architecture, we have shown how to

stabilize arbitary pure dark states, i.e., states that are
fault tolerant and stable on arbitrary time scales. For
multiple-box devices, one can also stabilize dark spaces,
i.e., manifolds of degenerate dark states, as well as protected two-qubit Bell states. In our accompanying short
paper [74], we show that a two-box device allows one to
implement a dark Majorana qubit, which in turn could
serve as basic ingredient for dark space quantum computation schemes. Our stabilization and manipulation
protocols can be implemented with available hardware elements once a working Majorana platform becomes available.
The above concepts and ideas raise many interesting
perspectives for future research. First, we expect that
one can devise robust Majorana braiding protocols [44–
46] that are stabilized by working within a dark space
manifold. Second, for chains of many boxes, our DD stabilization protocols may allow for interesting quantum
simulation applications, e.g., a realization of the topologically nontrivial ground state of spin ladders [91] or
of the Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki (AKLT) spin chain
[10, 92]. For clarifying the feasibility of such ideas, one
needs to analyze the spectrum of the Lindbladian for DD
multiple-box networks. We leave this endeavor to future
work.
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Appendix A: On the strong driving limit

We here briefly discuss the strong driving limit for
the single-box device in Fig. 1, with total QD occupancy Nd = 1 and under resonant driving conditions,
ω0 = 2 − 1 . We consider the regime
g0  T < A  ω0 ,

(A1)

with otherwise identical conditions as in Sec. II. After
imposing the RWA, the steady-state density matrix of
the QDs is given by Eq. (2.51) with p = 1/2 and p⊥ = 0.
Starting from the effective Hamiltonian Heff (t) in
Eq. (2.28), we then arrive at a Lindblad equation for
the density matrix ρ(t) describing the combined system
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of MBSs and QDs,
∂t ρ(t) = −i[HL , ρ(t)] + 2g02

3 X
X
a=1 s=±

Re Λa,s L[Ja,s ]ρ(t),
(A2)

with the effective Hamiltonian
HL = Aτx +

g02

3 X
X

†
Im Λa,s Ja,s
Ja,s .

(A3)

a=1 s=±

†
= J˜s (τz + iτy )/2,
J2,s = J3,−s

L = −i (H ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ H ∗ ) +

× 2Ja ⊗ Ja∗ − 1 ⊗ Ja† Ja

X Γa

a
∗

2

×

(B2)


− Ja† Ja ⊗ 1 .

In this language, the steady state, ρss , follows as right
eigenvector of L with eigenvalue zero,

We here encounter six jump operators (s = ±),
J1,s = J˜s τx ,

with jump operators Ja and the corresponding transition
rates Γa . Using the isomorphism, we have the correspondence JρJ † ↔ (J ⊗ J ∗ )|ρi, and Eq. (B1) takes the
equivalent form ∂t |ρ(t)i = L|ρ(t)i with

(A4)

with the operators J˜± in Eq. (2.44). The dissipative
transition rates as well as the Lamb shifts follow from
Λ1,± ≡ Λ± , see Eq. (2.37), and
ˆ ∞
Λ2/3,s =
dt eisω0 t±iAt eJenv (t) ,
(A5)
0

with the bath correlation function (2.20). Comparing to
the weakly driven case in Sec. II B, the strong driving
field A splits the two jump operators Js in Sec. II B into
the six jump operators in Eq. (A4).
Tracing over the QD degrees of freedom, we arrive
at a Lindblad equation for the density matrix ρM (t),
cf. Sec. II C,
X
∂t ρM (t) = −i[H̃L , ρM (t)] +
Γ̃s L[J˜s ]ρM (t), (A6)

L |ρss i = 0.

(B3)

Equation (B3) allows one to systematically search for
stabilization conditions targeting a desired dark state.
Moreover, the spectrum of the Lindbladian coincides
with the eigenvalues of the superoperator L. In particular, the number of zero eigenvalues defines the dark
space dimension, D, and the dissipative gap equals the
real part of the smallest non-zero eigenvalue [15].

Appendix C: On conserved quantities

For an open quantum system described by a Lindbladian as in Eq. (B1), where we assume that L̂ has no
purely imaginary eigenvalues, it is known that all conserved quantities are linked to the basis states spanning
the dark space [15]. For a Lindbladian with D conserved
quantities Cµ=1,...,D , we have the commutation relations

s=±

[H, Cµ ] = [Ja , Cµ ] = 0.
with H̃L = Trd {ρd HL }. In this expression, ρd follows
from Eq. (2.51) with p → 1/2 and p⊥ → 0. Only the
two jump operators J˜± appear in the reduced Lindblad
equation (A6), with the dissipative transition rates


1
2
(A7)
Γ̃s = 2g0 Re Λ1,s + (Λ2,s + Λ3,s ) .
2
Finally, we note that for T > A  g0 , the Lindblad
equation (2.52) holds with p → 1/2.
Appendix B: On the dissipative gap

An elegant way to study the spectrum of a general
Lindbladian uses the so-called Choi isomorphism in order
to map the N ×N system density matrix, ρ(t), to an N 2 ×
1 vector, |ρ(t)i, and the Liouvillian, L̂, to an N 2 × N 2
superoperator L [15]. We here include the Hamiltonian
part in L̂.
Let us consider a general Lindblad master equation,
cf. Eq. (2.34),
X
∂t ρ(t) = L̂ρ(t) = −i[H, ρ(t)] +
Γa L[Ja ]ρ(t), (B1)
a

(C1)

Using an orthonormal basis, {Mµ }D
µ=1 , to span the resulting D-dimensional dark space, the steady state can
be written as
ρss = lim eL̂t ρ(0) =
t→∞

D
X

cµ Mµ ,

(C2)

µ=1

where ρ(0) is the initial density matrix and the cµ =
tr[Cµ† ρ(0)] are weights determining in which of the degenerate steady states the system ends up.
As first illustration, let us consider the stabilization of
the dark state |0i for a single-box device, cf. Sec. III A
and Eq. (3.1). The jump operators are then given by
J˜± ∝ σ± . The only operator commuting with both J˜+
and J˜− is the identity, Cµ = 1, and thus the dark space
dimension is D = 1. For this example, we also have H =
H̃L ∝ Z, see Eq. (2.54). We conclude that M1 = |0ih0|
spans the corresponding space.
As second example, we discuss the dark space stabilization for a two-box device in Sec. IV B. Using the Lindblad
equation (4.6) and assuming that QD 2 remains decoupled from the system, see Eq. (4.17), the four conserved
quantities Cµ listed in Ref. [74] are readily identified.
Given these quantities, a basis spanning the dark space
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can be constructed from Eq. (C2). One may view the basis elements, Mµ , as linearly independent ‘vectors’ with
the orthogonality relation tr(Mµ† Mν ) = δµν . The existence of four conserved operators Cµ now implies that
we have four basis vectors spanning the dark space, see

Ref. [74] for explicit expressions. Since the dark space
dimension D coincides with the number of linearly independent basis vectors, we have D = 4 for the case studied
in Sec. IV B and Ref. [74]. Since the Cµ and Mµ specified
in Ref. [74] form the Lie algebra u(2) [15], this dark space
is equivalent to a degenerate qubit space.
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